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                                 Automation Tools

                                Elevate your workflow with our automation suite. From message sourcing to advanced actions, streamline operations with ThinkAutomation Studio and enhance integration via Desktop Connector and Web Gateway.
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	Actions List
	ThinkAutomation Studio
	Desktop Connector
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                                 Visualizing Automation

                                Discover the power of automation through our engaging infographics. From software features and architecture to the impact on jobs and efficiency, gain insights at a glance.
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                                 Popular Workflows

                                Automate key workflows: Convert emails to database records, process documents, monitor databases, and transform data. Simplify tasks with web form and ChatGPT integrations

                                	Email To Database
	Document Processing
	Database Monitoring
	Data Transformation
	Web Form Automation
	Hosting a ChatGPT Bot
	Email Classification Using ChatGPT
	Intelligent Document Processing (IDP)
	Unified Communications
	Accounts Payable


                            

                            
                                 Industry Examples

                                Streamline sales, contact centers, and healthcare with our automation. Boost efficiency and customer service in any industry.

                                	Sales Automation
	Contact Centre Automation
	Healthcare Automation


                            

                            
                                 Case Studies

                                Explore real-world success stories across various sectors. Our case studies showcase how automation drives efficiency, enhances service, and solves complex challenges.
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                                 Support Resources

                                Access all the tools and information you need to maximize your use of our software. From the latest downloads and comprehensive documentation to community support and detailed release notes, find everything to ensure your success.
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                                        Community Support
                                    
	
                                        Release Notes
                                    


                            

                            
                                 Professional Services

                                 Unlock the full potential of automation with our expert services. From initial discovery to custom implementation and ongoing support, our team ensures your automation journey is seamless, effective, and tailored to your unique business needs.
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    We use cookies to ensure that we give you the best experience on our website. If you continue to use this site we will assume that you are happy with this.
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                            Automate your business processes with ThinkAutomation

                            Unleash the power of automation and transform your business
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                        ThinkAutomation powers your business process automation. Automate on-premises and cloud-based business processes to cut costs and save time. 


                        Automate incoming communication channels, monitor databases, react to incoming webhooks, web forms and chat bots. Process documents, attachments, local files and other messages sources.


                        Parse and extract data from incoming messages and perform business process actions, such as outbound communications, updating on-premises and cloud databases, CRM systems and cloud services, document processing, systems integration and much more.
                      

                      With ThinkAutomation, you get an open-ended studio to build your automated workflows without volume limitations, and without paying per process, workflow or 'bot'.
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                        ThinkAutomation is designed to handle any business process - locally and in the cloud. Create simple or complex automations with an easy-to-use, drag-and-drop, low-code workflow designer. You can further extend the capabilities with C# or VB.NET scripting. ThinkAutomation can work in any application, on any scale required.

                        Automate your way to efficiency with ThinkAutomation.

                    
                     
                
                 
            

        
         
             
                 
                     
                        Own your process automation environment end-to-end

                         
                             
                                 
                                    
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                                                         
                                    On-premises Installation

                                    Run ThinkAutomation in your own environment. Access and update on-premises data.
 
                                
                                 
                            
                             
                             
                                 
                                    
                                        
                                        
                                                                         
                                    Connect To The Cloud

                                    Connect Automations to public web forms. Connect to and update cloud services. Provide a secure gateway to on-premises data.
 
                                
                                 
                            
                             
                             
                                 
                                    
                                        
                                                                         
                                    Reduce Costs

                                    Create any number of Automations. Save time & costs by automating business processes. Process unlimited messages without additional costs.
 
                                
                                 
                            
                             
                        
                         
                    
                     
                
                 
            
             
        
        
        
            
        
        

         
             
                 
                     
                         
                             
                                 
                                    
                                    "The time savings so far in using ThinkAutomation have been considerable. We’re probably just scratching the surface of the potential efficiencies the product can provide an enterprise of our size."

                                

                                
                                    
                                    "The product is nothing short of a masterpiece."

 
                                

                                
                                    
                                    "The results of automated processes have been excellent.”

 
                                

                                
                                    
                                    “ThinkAutomation provides a simple solution to often complex administrative systems."

 
                                

                                
                                    
                                    “ThinkAutomation gives us a significant advantage over our competitors."

 
                                
                                
                            

                            	
	
	
	
	

                             
                        
                         
                    
                     
                
                 
            
             
        
        
            
                
                    
                         
                            
                        

                         
                            
                        

                         
                            
                        

                         
                            
                        

                         
                            
                        

                         
                            
                        

                    

                

            

        

         
             
                Popular Workflows

                 
                     
                        
                            
                                
                                
                                                         
                            Email Parsing
 
                            ThinkAutomation is a smart email parsing solution. Monitor your incoming emails, pick up each new message, parse it, pull the relevant data and push to the relevant place.  more..
 
                        
                         
                    
                     
                     
                         
                            
                                
                                
                                                         
                            Document Processing
 
                            ThinkAutomation is great at document processing. Automations can parse email attachments, convert files, extract and upload data, and eliminate the admin that comes with file management. more.. 
 
                        
                         
                    

                     
                         
                            
                                
                                                         
                            Database Monitoring
 
                            Use ThinkAutomation to create custom database queries and lookups as part of your workflows. Automations can pull data from your databases and run the required follow-up tasks automatically. more.. 
 
                        
                         
                    

                     
                         
                            
                                
                                
                                                         
                            Data Transformation
 
                            ThinkAutomation is a smart data transformation solution. Extract, transform & load data from and to multiple databases, CRM systems and cloud services. more.. 
 
                        
                         
                    

                     
                        
                            
                                
                                
                                                         
                            Unified AI Driven Communications
 
                            Supercharge your customer interactions with unified bot communications. Monitor and automate email, chat, and SMS responses using ChatGPT and a local knowledge base, delivering personalized and context-aware experiences that boost efficiency and customer satisfaction. more.. 
 
                        
                         
                    

                     
                        
                            
                                
                                
                                                         
                            Web Gateway
 
                            Hookup 3rd party API webhooks, send web form data or create your own public API endpoints that connect to your Automations. more..
 
                        
                         
                    
                     
                

                See a full list of available automation actions
 
            
             
        
        
     
         
            Buy Outright or Annual Subscription

            Choose the Edition that’s right for you.
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                                	Unlimited Message Sources
	Unlimited Messages Per Day
	10 Studio Users
	Custom Scripting
	Custom Action Designer
	Load Balanced & Failover Options
	Remove branding from web forms
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                All editions include free product updates during the life of your subscription and access to the product support community. Premium support includes direct contact with support technicians via email, live chat and telephone.
 
                Compare Features
            
                     
        
                
    
    
         
            
                
                    
                        Prefer to pay via invoice or need more? Our Enterprise edition can be tailored to your needs
                    
                             
                    
                         
                            
                        

                        
                            	 Everything covered in the pro edition, plus access to our technicians
	 High availability and failover
	 Options for extended support and services
	 Multi-Tenant
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            	Benefits Of Automation

								Increased Efficiency: ThinkAutomation automates repetitive tasks and workflows, freeing up employees' time to focus on higher-value activities.
	Improved Accuracy: Automation reduces the likelihood of errors caused by human input, resulting in more accurate and reliable data.
	Cost Savings: Automating business processes can significantly reduce operational costs, as it eliminates the need for manual labor and streamlines workflows.
	Enhanced Customer Experience: ThinkAutomation can improve customer service by automating customer communications, ensuring prompt responses to inquiries and issues.
	Scalability: ThinkAutomation can handle large volumes of data and processes, allowing businesses to scale their operations without adding staff.
	Customization: ThinkAutomation's open-ended studio allows for the creation of custom workflows that meet specific business needs and can integrate with existing systems.

	
         		

          

        
        
            
                
                    
                        
                                    
                                
                                     
                                        
                                    

                                     
                                        Start your Free Trial today!

                                        Try ThinkAutomation for 30 days with your FREE TRIAL

                                        See more
                                    

                                
                     
                            
          
                        

                    

                

            

            
        
    
        
            
                
                    
                

                Founded in 2004, Parker Software is one of the leading developers of
                    Business Process Automation and Enterprise Live Chat software.

                
                    
                        
                            UK: 0330 0882 943
US: (833) 932 4638
 sales@parkersoftware.com
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